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With Spring around the corner, a roadmap out of

lockdown and the  vaccination program, things are

finally starting to look upward! For this edition, we

have focused on what we have to look forward to this

year. Whilst there are a lot of things still up in the air,

there are some things we do know will continue to

keep coming: music, movies and TV, keeping us

entertained whilst in the midst of lockdown and

restrictions. 

Looking forward in 2021 
The Scallop Team:

Charys Sparks, Eleanor Fisk, Nathan Tew, Frances Hudson

Want a way to be
environmentally conscious that
is also incredibly easy? Check
out Ecosia, a search engine

that helps plant trees across the
world in the battle against

climate change. So far, they
have planted more than 115

million trees!



16.5 million and
counting... 
BY ELEANOR FISK 

As I am sure many of you will

know, the ongoing vaccination

programme has been one of

the few gleaming pieces of

hope within this pandemic.

Currently, over 16.5 million UK

citizens have now received

their first vaccination dose, so a

sense of ‘normality’ seems

within our grasp. One of these

lucky individuals includes my

sister, Chloe. As a frontline

healthcare professional, in

mid-January, Chloe was given

the opportunity to receive the

Oxford University/AstraZeneca

vaccine. When asked about her

vaccination experience, Chloe

stated it was ‘extremely

positive’ for a variety of reasons.

Chloe particularly highlighted

the staff, saying they were

‘helpful, friendly and

informative’. 
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Furthermore, she noted that the

procedure was quick and painless

with her experience taking a total of

45 minutes. While some worry about

experiencing side effects, Chloe

encountered mild versions, such as

an achy arm and tiredness.

However, within 24 hours, these side

effects had completely worn off.

Furthermore, this is very common

with any vaccination and many

don't even experience them. Like so

many others, Chloe is now looking

forward to her upcoming second

dose. 
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Since the release of Iron Man in 2008, the phenomenon of Marvel only continues to grow

and grow. Despite Endgame becoming the highest grossing movie of all time, Marvel

does not look like they're slowing down. After a brief intermission in 2020 due to the

pandemic, they are back in full force in 2021 with a huge lineup.

Marvel takes the world- and internet-
by storm
BY CHARYS SPARKS 

Wandavision, however, is not the only trick up Marvel's

sleeve. Coming out March 19th on Disney+ is The Falcon

and the Winter Soldier, followed by a series surrounding

fan-favourite Loki, to be released June 11. Later in the year,

we can also expect two new series introducing characters

'Ms. Marvel' and 'Kate Bishop'. If that wasn't enough, Marvel

is also planning on releasing more signature blockbusters.

Among these is the highly anticipated Black Widow,

(which has already been delayed several times), Shanghai

and the legend of the 10 rings, The Eternals and

Spiderman: No Way Home, rumoured to introduce the

multiverse and feature several previous Peter Parker's

alongside Tom Holland.

If you haven't heard about Wandavision yet, you're

missing out. Taking place just after Endgame, it's sitcom

style explores the lives of Scarlet Witch and Vision who

are, mysteriously, in their own alternate reality. Not only

is it highly entertaining, it also releases episodes weekly,

allowing for a slow reveal that is lost when a show is

released all at once. It has most definitely become a fan-

favourite, trending all day on twitter every Friday with

fans discussing theories and talking over the events of

the episode. 
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Upcoming TV In 2021 
BY FRANCES HUDSON 

2020 was not a particularly good year, but it
did have some silver linings. Namely,
lockdown afforded us more time to watch
telly. Statistics have shown that our
consumption of television has increased
dramatically over the past year, which isn’t all
that surprising, considering the
circumstances. Nowadays, the average
person in the UK spends more than 22.5
hours a week watching telly, which seems to
be a habit that we are carrying into 2021. But
what to watch? Here are some brilliant TV
shows that are coming out in 2021 (age
restrictions/recommendations are in
brackets. Even shows that are suitable for
children may need parental guidance to
ensure that they align with family values):

Disney Plus  

-Wandavision (12) 

 

Netflix  

-Season 2 of Emily in Paris (15)  

-Ginny & Georgia (15) 

-Fate: The Winx Club Saga (15) 

 

BBC 

-Rupaul's Drag Race UK  

-My Mum Tracy Beaker (suitable for

children) 

-A Perfect Planet (suitable for

children) 

-Pretty Little Liars: The

Perfectionists (12) 
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Perhaps the most high profile artist set to
release this year is Canadian rapper Drake,
who is due to release his album 'Certified
Lover Boy' at some point over the next few
months. The album was originally set to be
released in January, but Drake decided that
the album was not ready, and chose to
spend more time in the studio. 'Scorpion' -
his last full studio album - was released in
2018; it was a commercial success but faced
critical and fan backlash. The 34 year old
has dropped mixtapes and compilation
albums since then, but 'Certified Lover Boy'
will be his first studio album since June
2018. Drake has promised a more focused
release than Scorpion, making fans hopeful
that 'Certified Lover Boy' will be a classic. 
 

While 2020 was a relatively quiet year for

music, 2021 looks to be an exciting year for the

industry, with many artists looking to record

and release albums this year. In this article, we

will be looking at what's set to happen this

year, so that you don't miss out on any big

news. 

 

2021 music: What to Look Forward To 
BY NATHAN TEW 

2021 looks to be an interesting year for rap,
with Kendrick Lamar, J Cole and Travis Scott
all having scheduled releases. None of these
rappers have released solo projects since
2018, and fans are becoming extremely
desperate for these respective rappers to
release new music. Outside of rap, Lana Del
Rey is expected to release her new album
'Chemtrails Over The Country Club' this year.
The title track was released in January earlier
this year, and revealed that the album would
contain 11 songs. Other artists rumored to
announce projects this year include Justin
Bieber, Brockhampton, and Frank Ocean.

Perhaps the greatest negative for the music
industry in the pandemic has been the
inability to stage festivals and concerts, with
many events being held online, or simply
cancelled. However, with Boris Johnson
recently announcing that restrictions could
be lifted by the summer, this looks likely to
change. While some festivals have still
decided to cancel for the year, Reading and
Leeds festival recently stated that their
festival would still go ahead as planned. This
is a decision that could lead to other festivals
following suit; a welcome step back into
normality following the events of last year!
 
It looks like there is a lot of music to look
forward to in 2021, so let's hope it delivers! 


